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Abstract: This work presents an user friendly interactive tool for control design, simulation
and analysis of systems with characteristics commonly found in industry, such as dead time,
constraints and measurement noise. The tool is able to validate and compare, in a simple
and intuitive way, the performance and robustness of the three control structures most widely
used in industrial applications: proportional-integral-derivative (PID), dead-time compensators
(DTC), and model predictive control (MPC). Furthermore, the tool provides several options of
techniques for handling input and output process constraints. A case study is used to illustrate
some of the features of the tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most processes in industry present dead times, constraints
and measurement noise. Processes with these character-
istics are typically more difficult to control and therefore
need more attention when choosing which control strategy
to use (Normey-Rico and Camacho, 2007; Torrico et al.,
2018).

The presence of dead time on processes makes the con-
troller tuning a complex task, due to the reduction of sta-
bility margin caused by the dead time (Visioli, 2006). Pro-
portional, integral and derivative (PID), dead-time com-
pensators (DTC), and model predictive control (MPC) are
the three of the most widely used control techniques in
industry to deal with processes with dead time (Samad,
2017). Such control structures have different character-
istics to deal with constraints and noise, in addition to
different robustness characteristics.

To solve many practical problems that present this type
of characteristics, advanced mathematics and control engi-
neering concepts are generally involved. Many students in
the field have difficulties to assimilate the mathematical
concepts behind each control strategy, which leads to a
decrease in student motivation (Méndez et al., 2006). In
such cases, user friendly tools, which allow the students
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to simulate systems with different control structures and
strategies considering characteristics commonly found in
practical applications, can be useful in teaching or as
supporting material. In the last decade, several interactive
tools were proposed to facilitate the teaching of concepts in
control engineering. In Guzman et al. (2005) a generalized
predictive control interactive tool (GPCIT) is proposed
to help students to understand basic and advanced con-
cepts of generalized predictive control (GPC) strategy. An
equivalent tool for teaching PID concepts was proposed in
Guzmán et al. (2006). Some tools also support the com-
parison between different control structures, such as the
web-based tool for analysis and simulation of automatic
control systems using PID or state feedback controllers
presented in Méndez et al. (2006) or the interactive tool
to facilitate the design of PID, DTC and MPC controllers
for processes with dead time proposed in da Costa Filho
and Normey-Rico (2009).

In this work an user friendly interactive tool with graphical
user interface for control design, simulation and analysis
of closed-loop systems, considering PID, DTC and MPC
controllers, is proposed. The tool provides to the user
the capability to simulate and analyze single input sin-
gle output (SISO) processes with dead time, considering
measurement noise and constraints. Furthermore, the user
can analyze the robustness of the system using robust-
ness indices provided by the tool. Several anti-windup
techniques are implemented, as well as tuning rules for
the controllers which consider dead-time plants. Thus, in
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addition to providing valuable support for lecturers and
students, it is an excellent tool to help engineers to decide
when to use a simple PID controller in a certain process
instead of more complex solutions, such as DTC or MPC
strategies.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents
the control strategies for dead-time processes which are
considered in the tool. In Section 3 the proposed tool is
presented and its features are described. Section 4 presents
a case study to illustrates some of the functionalities of the
tool. The last section presents the conclusions.

2. CONTROL OF PROCESSES WITH DEAD TIME
AND CONSTRAINTS

In this section the structures of the controllers available in
the proposed tool for controlling dead-time processes with
constraints are briefly described.

2.1 Dead time compensators

The Smith predictor (SP), shown in discrete-time domain
in Fig. 1 if Fr(z) = 1, proposed in Smith (1957), is
probably one of the most widely used dead-time compen-
sation techniques (Normey-Rico and Camacho, 2007). In
Fig. 1, Csp(z) is the primary controller, ZOH is a zero-
order hold, P (s) is the plant, Ts is the sampling time,
Pn(z) = Gn(z)z−dn is the nominal model, Gn(z) is the
dead-time-free model, dn is the nominal dead time, k is the
discrete time in samples, r(k) is the reference, u(k) is the
control signal, y(k) is the plant output, e(k) is the error,
q(t) is the load disturbance, ŷ(k) is the model output, ep(k)
is the prediction error, and Fr(z) is a robustness filter.
The original SP structure presents two main drawbacks:
it cannot eliminate the open-loop poles from disturbance
rejection response and it cannot be used to control in-
tegrating and unstable processes. One of the solutions for
these drawbacks, known as filtered Smith predictor (FSP),
was described in Normey-Rico and Camacho (2008). The
idea of this technique is to consider a filter, Fr(z), in the
prediction error of the original SP structure, as shown in
Fig. 1. By using a properly tuning of Fr(z) it is possible
either to improve the dynamics of disturbance rejection or
the closed-loop robustness. In addition, it can be used to
control integrating and unstable processes.

Fig. 1. Filtered Smith predictor (equivalent to SP if
Fr(z) = 1)

2.2 PID approximation of FSP

In Normey-Rico and Guzmán (2013), a PID tuning rule
based on a low frequency approximation of FSP is pro-
posed. This tuning rule can be used to control processes

modeled as first order plus dead time (FOPDT), integrat-
ing plus dead time (IPDT) or unstable first order plus
dead time (UFOPDT). The idea of this rule is to obtain an
equivalent controller of the FSP in a two-degree-of-freedom
(2DOF) structure by using a Padé approximation for the
dead time, which results in a PID series controller given
by

Cpid(s) =
Kc(sTi + 1)(sTd + 1)

sTi(sαTd + 1)
. (1)

The PID parameters (Kc, Ti, Td and α) are computed
based on the chosen value for the desired closed-loop time
constant, T0, and also on the parameters of the model used
to represent the process dynamics (see Normey-Rico and
Guzmán (2013) for details). The parameter T0 is the only
tuning parameter and also defines a balance in the trade-
off between performance and robustness.

2.3 MPC

MPC is a control strategy which uses the process model
to predict future outputs and calculate an optimal control
action (Camacho and Bordons, 2013). The GPC, proposed
in Clarke et al. (1987) is an MPC strategy that became
widely used in both industry and academia. It uses the
discrete-time model

A(z−1)y(k) = z−dB(z−1)u(k − 1) +
T (z−1)η(k)

∆
(2)

to predict the plant future outputs which are used to
calculate, by minimizing a cost function, the control ac-
tion (Camacho and Bordons, 2013). In (2), T (z−1) is a
polynomial in the backshift operator z−1 that represents
the stochastic characteristics of the noise, d is the dead
time, η(k) is a zero-mean white noise, ∆ = (1− z−1), and
A(z−1) and B(z−1) are polynomials in z−1. The function
to be minimized is given by

J =

dn+N∑
j=dn+1

[ŷ(k+ j|k)− r(k+ j)]2 +

Nu∑
j=1

λ[∆u(k+ j− 1)]2,

(3)
where N is the prediction horizon, Nu is the control
horizon, λ is the control increment weight, ŷ(k + j|k) is
the predicted output for k+ j at time instant k, r(k+ j) is
the future reference, and ∆u(k) is the control increment.
If the process is subjected to constraints, the minimization
of (3) does not have analytical solution, and needs to be
solved by using numerical methods or other techniques
(Camacho and Bordons, 2013).

In Normey-Rico and Camacho (2007) it is shown that in
the unconstrained case GPC can be represented as a 2DOF
FSP in the discrete-time domain with a reference filter,
F (z), a primary controller, Csp(z), and a predictor filter,
Fr(z). This representation can also be used to analyze
robustness properties of GPC using classical robustness
techniques. Furthermore, in Normey-Rico and Camacho
(2007) it is demonstrated that it is possible to compute the
output predictions up to k + dn using an FSP structure
and from k + dn + 1 to k + dn + N using the normal
GPC procedure. With this formulation, it is possible either
to improve the dynamics of disturbance rejection or the
closed-loop robustness of the original GPC by choosing a
different format for Fr(z). This approach became known
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as dead time compensator generalized predictive controller
(DTC-GPC).

3. TOOL DESCRIPTION

The constrained SISO-process simulator (CSPS) tool,
shown in Fig. 2, was developed using MATLAB Graphic
User Interface Design (GUIDE). CSPS tool allows the user
to simulate SISO dead-time processes using PID, DTC and
MPC controllers. Also, the tool considers three types of
process constraints: saturation in magnitude and rate of
change of control signal and in the output of the process.
For dealing with process constraints the tool provides two
options. The first one is to use an MPC strategy which
handles process constraints by using an optimization pro-
cedure to find an optimal control action. The other option
is to use anti-windup techniques, which are able to reduce
the degradation of the closed-loop performance caused by
the windup phenomenon (Hippe, 2006).

Process

Plant model 

1/(s+1)*exp(-2*s)

1/(s+1)*exp(-2*s)

Sampling 

time0.1Ts

Plant 

Step 1: input the plant P(s), the plant

model Pn(s) and the sampling

 time Ts.

Simulation

Reference

Load disturbance

50

1Step amplitude

0.2

Time of simulation 100

1

Step amplitude

Measurement noise

Noise variance 0

Time of step

Time of step

Step 2: select the parameters of the simulation,

such as time length of simulation, step amplitude

of reference  signal and load disturbance, and 

measurement noise.

Controller

Select the controller

Step 4: select the controller.

Step 5: simulate the closed-loop system.

Simulate

Delete last simulation

Delete all simulations

Plot properties

SolidLine style

Line color Blue

Constraints

Enable constraints

1

1

Ymax

Umax

Slack variable 0

Ymin

Umin 0

0.01

0

Anti windup

Select anti-windup technique

Step 3: select the constraints of the process.

Also it is possible to choose strategies to 

handle the constraints.

Performance and robustness

 Performance index (J)

J = 0

Ms = 0

Maximum sensitivity (Ms)

Delay Margin (DM)

DM = 

Plot RI

Robustness index (RI)

0

Step 6: analyse the performance and 

robustness of the system using the

indices J, Ms, DM and RI.

Status: Waiting for user input...

Fig. 2. Constrained SISO-process simulator (CSPS)

The main properties of the CSPS tool are:

• user friendly graphical user interface for simulation
and analysis of SISO processes with characteristics
commonly found in industrial applications;
• performance analysis considering IAE performance

index for setpoint tracking and load disturbance re-
jection;
• easy comparative analysis between different control

strategies widely used in practice, such as PID, DTC,
and MPC;
• performance analysis of different techniques used to

handle process constraints;
• robustness analysis including important robustness

measures.

The graphical interface is subdivided in five panels: Pro-
cess, Simulation, Constraints, Controller and Performance
and robustness. The functionalities of each panel are de-
scribed in the next sections.

3.1 Process description

Firstly, in Process panel, the user must input a model
which is the representation of the plant to be controlled,
P (s), and the model of the process, Pn(s). The former is
used as plant in all simulations, while the latter is used as
plant model in the model-based approaches. Both models
are represented as continuous-time transfer functions using
variable s. For example, the plant model

P (s) =
1

s+ 1
e−2s, (4)

is input as 1/(s+1)*exp(-2*s).

The user must also input the sampling time, Ts, used for
discretization of the models and controllers. All the process
models are transformed into their discrete-time equivalents
using the zero-order hold method, which assumes that the
control signals are kept constant between two sampling
instants. Despite some of the tuning rules available in the
tool are defined in the continuous-time domain, all the
controllers are discretized using the Tustin approximation
technique and implemented in the discrete-time domain.

In Simulation panel, the user must input the duration
of the simulation and the amplitude of the step used as
reference signal. The tool also provides the option for
considering a step load disturbance and measurement noise
with normal distribution and variance specified by the
user.

3.2 Handling of constraints

CSPS tool provides the option to consider process con-
straints. For this purpose, it is necessary to mark the
check box enable constraints, in Constraints panel, which
then allows the user to define limits for the magnitude of
control action (being Umin and Umax the minimum and
maximum values, respectively), rate of change of control
action (being ∆Usat the saturation limit) and magnitude
of the output of the process (being Ymin and Ymax the
minimum and maximum values, respectively).

For dealing with input constraints the tool provides three
AW techniques widely used in practice for controllers
which do not consider the constraints a priori (PID and
DTC). The first one is the incremental algorithm (or
velocity algorithm), which consists of calculating a control
increment at each sampling period and adding to the
previous control signal only the amount that does not
saturate the actuator (Åström and Wittenmark, 1984).
This technique is widely used in industry for its simplicity
of implementation in digital controllers. The second one
is the back-calculation technique, proposed by Fertik and
Ross (1967), which consists in adding an extra feedback
signal to the input of the integrator, which is composed
of the error between the output signal of the controller
and the signal that is applied to the plant multiplied by a
constant gain, Tt, known as tracking time parameter. The
last one is the error recalculation (ER) technique, proposed
in (Bruciapaglia and Apolônio, 1986; Flesch et al., 2017),
which consists in modifying the current control signal
and the current error signal to maintain the consistency
between the control signal calculated by the controller
and the input signal that is effectively applied to the
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plant. The main advantages of this technique are: it does
not need an additional tuning parameter and it has good
performance when applied to processes with measurement
noise (da Silva et al., 2018).

For dealing with output constraints, the tool provides
the option constraints mapping, which uses an approach
based on the clipping technique, used in MPC strategies.
The main idea of this technique is to calculate future
output predictions using the process model, considering a
prediction horizon, N , and compute a control action which
guarantees that all output predictions are inside the region
delimited by the constraints (see da Silva et al. (2019) for
details).

3.3 Available controllers

CSPS tool provides three different control strategies for
simulation: PID, DTC and MPC. These controllers can
be select in Controllers panel. For the PID strategy, it is
possible to use two different tunings, being the first one the
approach proposed in Normey-Rico and Guzmán (2013),
which uses only one tuning parameter, T0. The second one
is a manual tuning in which the user can freely choose the
parameters of a series PID with the structure defined in
(1).

For the DTC option, which is implemented as an FSP,
there are three tuning options. The first one is also based
on the approach presented in Normey-Rico and Guzmán
(2013) and uses T0 as tuning parameter. The second tuning
is an FSP in the discrete-time domain based on the GPC
strategy, which can provide the same performance as the
GPC for the unconstrained case (see Normey-Rico and
Camacho (2007) for details). For this tuning, the user
must specify three tuning parameters: prediction horizon,
N , control horizon, Nu, and control increment weight, λ
(tracking error weighting factor is assumed as δ = 1). The
last one is a manual tuning in which the user can freely
set the parameters of a discrete FSP with reference filter,
F (z), primary controller, Csp(z), and robustness filter,
Fr(z).

For the MPC options, the tool provides two strategies:
GPC (Clarke et al., 1987) and DTC-GPC (Normey-Rico
and Camacho, 2007). For the two strategies, the user must
specify the tuning parameters N , Nu and λ. For the DTC-
GPC option, the user must also specify the robustness
filter, Fr(z), which is used in the predictor structure. Both
strategies use a quadratic programming solver provided
by MATLAB, to find the optimal control action which
satisfies all the constraints. If the optimization procedure
results in an unfeasible solution, the tool will show a
message indicating that a new tuning of the controller is
necessary.

3.4 Performance and robustness evaluation

To quantify the performance of the closed-loop system
CSPS tool uses a cost function, J , which considers the
integral of absolute error index (IAE) for setpoint tracking
and load disturbance rejection. Just periods of time where
the control signal can affect the process output due to the
delay are considered in the cost function, which is given
by

J =
1

2

[∫ td

ts+Ln

|r(t)− y(t)|dt+

∫ ∞
td+2Ln

|r(t)− y(t)|dt
]
,

(5)
where ts is the time at which the reference change is
commanded, Ln is the dead time and td is the time at
which the disturbance is applied (da Silva et al., 2019).

CSPS tool provides three important indices for robustness
analysis of the system: DM , Ms and RI . The first one is
given by

DM =
PM

ωc
, (6)

where PM is the phase margin (given in rad) and ωc is the
crossover frequency (given in rad/s). This index is used
to evaluate the robustness against uncertainties in dead
time. DM represents the smallest amount of time delay
which causes the closed-loop system to become unstable
(Palmor, 1980).

Ms index is typically used to measure the robustness of
a system when modeling errors are not estimated and is
given by (Åström and Hägglund, 1995)

Ms = max
ω
|1 + C(jω)Pn(jω)|−1, (7)

where C(jω) is the controller and Pn(jω) is the process
model used for tuning C(jω). According to Åström and
Hägglund (1995), the values of Ms typically used in
industry are between 1.2 and 2.0.

RI(ω) is used to check the robust stability condition
RI(ω) > δP (ω), ∀ω ≥ 0, where δP (ω) is the multiplica-
tive uncertainty, P (ω) = Pn(jω)[1 + δP (jω)], δP (ω) ≥
|δP (jω)| , ∀ω ≥ 0. For a generalized control structure,
without any transfer function in the feedback loop, RI(ω)
can be computed as

RI(ω) =
|1 + C(jω)Pn(jω)|
|C(jω)Pn(jω)|

∀ω ≥ 0 (8)

where C(s) is the controller and Pn(s) is the process model
used to tune C(s).

The J , Ms and DM indices are shown in Performance and
robustness panel after the system is simulated, and the RI

index can be visualized by pressing the button Plot RI at
the same panel.

4. CASE STUDY

In this section, an analysis of performance and robustness
for a case study is presented to better illustrate the use
of CSPS tool. The case study aims to explore the features
of the proposed tool, not focusing on the performance or
robustness of the controllers.

The plant considered in this section is a boiler, presented
in Normey-Rico and Camacho (2007). The process is
described by the linear model

P (s) =
2e−5s

s(s+ 1)(0.5s+ 1)(0.1s+ 1)
. (9)

For tuning the controllers, the dynamics of the process
were approximated by an IPDT model given by

Pn(s) =
2

s
e−6.5s, (10)

with time given in minutes. The sampling time used for
simulating the process and discretizing the controllers is
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Ts = 0.5 min. The first simulation does not take into
account measurement noise and considers constraints in
magnitude and rate of change of the control signal, Umin =
−0.05, Umax = 0.05, ∆Usat = 0.01, and in the output
of the process, Ymin = 0 and Ymax = 1.1. In this case a
PID controller is used and it is tuned for fast performance
with Ms = 4.6 using the rule presented in Normey-Rico
and Guzmán (2013), with a closed loop time constant of
T0 = 4 min, resulting in a controller Cpid(s) and a reference
filter F (s) given by

Cpid(s) =
0.45(s+ 0.30)(s+ 0.06)

s(s+ 1.71)
, (11)

F (s) =
0.27(s+ 0.25)

s+ 0.06
. (12)

Fig. 3 shows the simulation of the closed-loop system for a
unit step reference at t = 1 min and a load disturbance
of amplitude −0.04 at t = 100 min, considering three
cases: without AW; with ER AW; and with ER AW and
constraints mapping (CM), which is used to handle output
constraints, with a prediction horizon of N = 6.

0 50 100 150 200 250

Time

-0.01

0

0.01

u

Control signal rate
0 50 100 150 200 250

-0.02

0

0.02

0.04

u

Control signal
0 50 100 150 200 250

0

0.5

1

y

Output

Reference

No AW

ER AW

ER AW + CM

Fig. 3. Closed-loop performance of the integrating case
without measurement noise

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the case without AW pre-
sented high overshoot and oscillations, caused by satu-
ration constraints, resulting in a performance index of
JNOAW = 32.65. The PID controller with ER AW was able
to reduce overshoot and oscillations, providing a better
performance when compared to the case without AW and
resulting in JER = 26.65. The last case presented the best
performance, being able to reduce the overshoot and also
able to deal with all the constraints considered, resulting
in a performance index of JER+CM = 24.42. The obtained
value for DM in this case is DMPID

= 1.87 min.

The second simulation of the system considers measure-
ment noise with normal distribution and variance of 0.03.
In this case, the performance of FSP without AW, FSP

with incremental algorithm (IA) AW and DTC-GPC are
compared. Both controllers are tuned for a robust solution
with Ms = 2.0. The FSP was tuned considering T0 = 8 s,
resulting in a primary controller, Csp(s) = 0.06, and
robustness filter

Fr(s) =
2.81(s+ 0.04)

s+ 0.12
. (13)

The DTC-GPC was tuned with N = 40, Nu = 12,
λ = 15× 103 and a discrete-time robustness filter

Fr(z) =
1.13z − 1.12

z − 0.99
. (14)

Furthermore, in this case, the output constraints were
relaxed in DTC-GPC to avoid infeasibility of the opti-
mization procedure, due to noisy measurements.

Fig. 4 shows the simulation of the system considering
measurement noise. As can be seen, the FSP with IA
presented the best performance when compared to the
other two cases, with no overshoot and fast disturbance
rejection response. The performance indices obtained for
this case for FSP without AW, FSP with AW and DTC-
GPC are JFSP−NOAW = 35.1, JFSP−IA = 32.1 and
JDTC−GPC = 52.7, respectively. Both controllers pre-
sented similar robustness properties in terms of dead
time uncertainties, presenting DMFSP

= 5.24 min and
DMDTC−GPC

= 5.71 min.

0 100 200 300 400
0

0.5

1

y

Output

Reference

FSP | No AW

FSP | IA AW

DTC-GPC

0 100 200 300 400

0

0.02

0.04

u

Control signal

0 100 200 300 400
Time

-0.01

0

0.01

u

Control signal rate

Fig. 4. Closed-loop performance of the integrating case
with measurement noise

In Fig. 5 the robustness index, RI(ω), of the three con-
trollers and the modeling error, δP (ω), of the process are
shown. As can be seen, the robustness properties of FSP
and DTC-GPC were very similar. On the other hand,
as expected, the PID tuned for fast performance was
considerably less robust when compared to the other two
strategies.

All the results of the performance and robustness analysis
presented in this case study were easily obtained by using
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the proposed tool. In addition, the tuning procedure of the
controllers is easy and intuitive, and the performance and
robustness comparison between different control structures
can be done in a simple way.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, an user friendly interactive tool with graphi-
cal interface for simulation and analysis of SISO processes
with dead time and constraints is described. The main fea-
tures of the tool include: easy tuning of controllers widely
used in industry; performance analysis of the closed-loop
response of processes including characteristics commonly
found in practical applications; possibility to include anti-
windup action in the structure of the controllers; ro-
bustness analysis including important robustness indices.
These characteristics make the proposed tool a good op-
tion for teaching important concepts of control engineer-
ing. Furthermore, the tool can be used to decide the best
control strategy to be used based on the characteristics of
the process. A case study considering an integrating pro-
cess was presented for a better illustration of the features
of the tool. The CSPS tool is available for download at
http://rodolfoflesch.prof.ufsc.br/cspstool.
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